I. Introduction
Transportation problem is the most useful special class of Linear programming problem, which is to be used for different sources of supply to different destination of demand in such a way that the total transportation cost should be minimized. Usually the Initial Basic Feasible solution for any transportation problem is obtained by, North-west corner method (NWCM), Least-cost Method (LCM), Vogel's Approximation Method (VAM). Then after, the optimality of the given transportation problem can be checked by MODI. Since Last few years, many manufacturers had used the optimization technique most frequently in Linear Programming Problem, to solve the real world problems. For that, it is crucial to introduce new approaches that allow the model to fit in to the real world as much as possible.
Transportation problem was first discovered by F.L.Hitchcock [1] in his paper "The Distribution of a product from several sources to numerous Localities" and then after its presenting by T.C.Koopmans [2] in his historic paper "Optimum Utilization of the Transportation system." These two contributions helped in the development of transportation methods which involve a number of shipping sources and a number of destinations. Lai and Huang [1992] considered the situations where all parameters are in fuzzy number. Lai and Huang, 1992 assume that the parameters have a triangular possibility distribution. Bazarra, Jarvis and Sherali [1990] define linear programming problems with fuzzy numbers and simplex method is used for finding an optimal solution of the fuzzy transportation problem. Swarup, Gupta and Mohan [2006] explain the method to obtain sensitivity analysis or post optimality analysis of the different parameters in the linear programming problems.This paper presents a new simple approach to find the optimal solution of a Transportation problem. Proposed algorithm gives the idea about the flow of step by step procedure. Also, the numerical examples are provided here for the better explanation of Algorithm. Step: 1 Construct the transportation matrix from the given transportation problem.
II. Mathematical Beyground
Step: 2Find an IBFS using any one of the method as NWCM, LCM, VAM.
Step:3Then find the minimum cost only from unoccupied cells (non basic variables) from the matrix.
Step:4 Assign + to the minimum unoccupied cell and start to make a loop with occupied cells. Then find = (− ) and add that min (-) value at + and subtract that min (-) value from -. Then find the cost of the matrix.
Step: 5continue this process unless and until the optimality has been checked by the any one of the following criteria.
(1) Exactly min least cost as per the condition m+n-3in consecutive manner. Step: 6: Now the total minimum cost is calculated as sum of the product of cost and corresponding allocated value of Supply/demand. I.e. Total cost = The minimum cost using LCM is obtained as follows, After Applying the North West Corner Rule, for Initial Basic Feasible Solution, the Allocations are as follows. The minimum cost using NWCM is obtained as follows, After Applying the North West Corner Rule, for Initial Basic Feasible Solution, the Allocations are as follows. The minimum cost using NWCM is obtained as follows, 
III. Conclusion
The main aim of this paper is to deriving the optimal transportation cost by using the above proposed method with less number of steps and it's very easy to understand. Based on the optimal solution it allows us to taking a decision effectively. Thus, there are possible extensions to improve our algorithm. The decision maker goes through all the steps of algorithm which makes our approach very useful to be applied in a lot of real world problems.
